
American manufacturer and retailer of office accessories, 
desk pads, and wastebaskets.
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Why Choose Us
Two names, linked together for decades, represent the finest collections of traditional 
desk accessories available. Handcrafted in the USA since the late 1800s, our desk 
accessories are fabricated from fine metals such as stainless steel, aluminum, brass 
and bronze--in a choice of finishes--as well as luxurious full-grain leather.
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Our Collections
We have several collections to choose from, each with a distinct style available in a 
veriety of finishes. Our designs range from art deco to traditional to contemporary 
and will enhance any office setting, from the front desk to the boardroom.  

Within each collection, we offer essentials such as desk pads, letter trays, pen 
bases, pencil cups, memo trays, business card holders, clip cups, library sets and 
bookends—everything expected in a nicely-appointed office space—right down to 
the engraved name plate. We invite you to take a look at some of our collections.



Executive Leather
Clean, crisp, rectilinear lines are the 
highlight of the Executive Leather 
Collection. In this case, exceptional detail 
and expert craftmanship are combined 
with the tactile and visual appeal of genuine 
leather to produce the Executive Leather 
Collection of desk accessories.

Handcrafted of the highest quality full grain 
upholstery leather, these hand-wrapped 
accessories are available in the leather 
colors shown herein, and work particularly 
well in a traditional office environment.



Eclipse Metal
The Eclipse Metal Collection is comprised of 
a wide range of accessories, each of which 
features subtly radiused corner details. Its 
crisp architectural details lend themselves 
particularly well to contemporary office 
settings.



Radius One Metal
The award-winning Radius One Metal 
Collection is a classic collection with 
universal appeal. Its unique curvilinear 
expression has been highly recognized as a 
handsome statement of contemporary 
design, rendering it the ideal accompaniment 
to today’s contemporary office setting. 
Beautifully sculpted in fine metals, the 
careful attention to detail is a hallmark of the 
craftsmen who interpret this original classic.



Desk Pads
Desk pads are our specialty. They are 
available in linoleum, clear acrylic, vinyl 
and leather. We offer standard shapes and 
sizes, but are happy to make custom sizes, 
too. We make pads for desks, individual 
seating around a conference table, or 
to cover an entire conference table for 
complete protection. Personalization, such 
as a company logo, can be embossed on 
most desk pads, conference pads and 
coasters.



Custom Products
We make the majority of our products to 
order, so customizations and changes 
to our standard products are easily and 
regularly dealt with.

For a small surcharge, company logos 
or personal initials can be foil, blind, or 
heat embossed onto the majority of our 
standard leathers.

Please contact us for your next custom 
order.



Stay in touch with us by joining our Facebook page. See all the 
latest photos, videos and updates.
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